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ySense – Getting Started Guide 

July/2024 

 

If you still don't have a ySense account, I kindly ask you to use my referral link below to give 

me a hand for all the effort and dedication creating my website and this guide to help 

everyone  

https://www.ysense.com/?rb=67486131 

 

WARNING 

1- This guide aims to make new users of ySense feel familiar with some tasks available on the 

website and earn their first reward; 

2- The tasks present in this guide were tested by myself and in this guide I will provide my 

ySense transaction history proving that I received the credits for completing them. 

 

Your Survey Profile 

 

General Info 

 Your Survey Profile is a set of simple and easy questions with the purpose of creating 

your profile in order for the website to send more surveys with the right match for you 

in the future; 

 You will earn 2 cents for every 10 questions answered; 

 If you run out of questions, you can check again every day.  

 

Step by Step 

1. After logging into ySense website, click to expand the Surveys menu on the upside bar and 

then click on Complete Surveys. 
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2. Scroll down the page untill you find the Your Survey Profile questions and then all you have 

to do is choose the answers and click the Answer button. 

 

 

 

Daily Poll 

 

General Info 

 Daily Pool is a simple question that is available once per day; 

 You will earn 1 cent for answering the question. 

 

Step by Step 

1. After logging into ySense website, click to expand the Surveys menu on the upside bar and 

then click on Daily Poll. Then answer the available question and earn your reward. 
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Proof of Completion 

 

 

Final Consideration 

This guide aims to make new users of ySense feel familiar with some tasks available on the 

website and earn their first reward. 

However, there is a lot of other ways to earn money on the website that users will only 

discover if they start exploring. 


